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Relapse After Hematopoeitic
Stem Cell Transplantation (HSCT)


Dolores Grosso, DNP, CRNP


Boost Versus 
Donor Lymphocyte Infusion (DLI)


Both procedures are post HSCT infusions of the 
cells of the original donor.


CD 34 Cell Boost


The recipient has 100% donor in chimerism


Boost


• Post HSCT donor hematopoiesis is insufficient 
to maintain normal blood counts


• Therefore, the recipient needs a “boost” of 
stem cells from the donor


• Stem cells are CD 34 cells‐so the procedure is 
called a CD 34 cell boost
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Boost
Reasons for decreased post HSCT 
hematopoiesis:


• Low dose of infused stem cells at the time of 
HSCT (rare at TJUH)


• Toxic effects of drugs on the new marrow:


Valganciclovir, Mycophenolate Mofetil


levetiracetam, methotrexate, linezolid, vancomycin, 


amoxicillin, cephalosporins, cidofovir, and gabapentin 


Boost


Reasons for decreased post HSCT 
hematopoiesis:


Infection:


HHV‐6


CMV


Boost
Cytopenias post HSCT have also been associated 
with:


• Acute and chronic GVHD


• Bacterial and fungal infections 


• Impaired hepatic and renal function 


Failure of hematopoietic recovery after HSCT is 
associated with compromised patient survival
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Boost
At TJUH:


• The donor is remobilized with filgrastim


• Stem cell collection occurs via apheresis


• The patient receives 2‐10 CD 34 cells/kg


• Outpatient procedure


• Little risk to recipient as the product is highly 
CD34 selected (T cell amounts usually so low 
there is no subsequent GVHD)


Boost


If the conditions causing the pancytopenia have 
been resolved, counts improve in about 10 to 14 
days


Causes of Death 
after Transplants 


performed in
2008-2009


Autologous


Infection 
(8%)


Other (16%)


Organ Failure (2%)


New Malignancy (1%)


Primary Disease (73%)


Unrelated Donor


Infection (16%)


Other (29%)
Organ


Failure (6%)


Primary Disease
(33%)


New Malignancy (1%)


GVHD (15%)


HLA-identical Sibling


Infection (12%)


Other (21%)


Primary Disease 
(47%)


GVHD (14%)


Organ Failure (4%)


New Malignancy (1%)
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Post HSCT Relapse


Relapsed disease is emerging as the primary 
cause of HSCT failure. Why?


We are better at controlling HSCT‐associated infections 
and toxicity


Less intensive approaches to HSCT (reduced intensity 
regimens) are associated with higher relapse rates than 
myeloablative regimens and are being used more 
frequently


Older patients (who have more aggressive disease) are 
being transplanted more frequently and are at higher 
risk for relapse


Post HSCT Relapse


Mechanisms of Relapse after HSCT:


Not well understood


Active disease at the time of HSCT is the 
biggest risk factor for post HSCT relapse


The disease has never really been 
controlled


The donor immune system matures 
tolerating the disease


Post HSCT Relapse


Active disease at the time of HSCT is the 
biggest risk factor for post HSCT relapse


Strategies that result in patients undergoing HSCT 
without active disease potentially make the greatest 
impact in increasing OS:


• Early identification of patients requiring allogeneic HSCT,   
prior to the development of comorbidities and resistant 
disease


• Ability to select and use an acceptable donor rapidly


• The  development of  successful primary therapies 
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2 Step Haploidentical BMT


Months after BMT


Projected Survival
Haploidentical HSCT


Disease Status at Transplant


0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0


0.0


0.2


0.4


0.6


0.8


1.0
Disease at 


HSCT


No


Yes


33% 1 year; 27% 3 year


75% 1 year; 75% 3 year


Post HSCT Relapse


Mechanisms of Post HSCT Relapse:
Early Disease Relapse


Failure of the conditioning regimen to control the malignancy long enough to establish 
effective  graft versus tumor effects by the donor immune system which requires a 
period of time to mature


Later Disease Relapse


Failure of the donor immune system to control the disease .  Host APCs are associated 
with immune intolerance. After donor APCs replace host APCs, there may be a shift 
toward tolerance.  Some donors have high T Reg populations or less active NK cells


Changes  mediated by the tumor cells that help them “escape” donor 
immune system such as: 


1. Donor T cells may become  “exhausted “ and express  inhibitory molecules (PD‐1) 
reducing T cell effects


2. Acquired resistance to NK cells


3. Downregulation of HLA and costimulatory molecules  to avoid detection 


4. UPD


Barrett, A.J. et al. Expert Rev Hematology, 2010;3:429


Post HSCT Relapse
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Post HSCT Relapse
In general OS rates are very low when patients relapse 
after allogeneic HSCT. 


Why?


Post HSCT relapse represents a failure to control 
the disease with all of our treatment tools:


• Chemotherapy


• Radiation


• Immunological Effects


Post HSCT Relapse
OS is influenced by:


• The time elapsed from SCT to relapse (with relapses 
occurring within 6 months having the worst prognosis), 


• the disease type (with chronic leukemias and some 
lymphomas having a second possibility of cure with 
further treatment), *TKIs


• and the conditions of the first transplant (with superior 
outcome for patients where there is an opportunity to 
increase either the alloimmune effect, the specificity of 
the antileukemia effect with targeted agents or the 
intensity of the conditioning in a second transplant). 


Post HSCT Relapse
Can a patient have a  2nd HSCT with a different donor?


Guidelines from the TJUH BMT Disease Management 
Group:


Patients undergoing allogeneic HSCT will not have had a previous 
HSCT (auto or allo) within 1 year of the transplant admission. 


Rationale: Avoids excessive toxicity


If patients relapse after a MATCHED SIBLING allogeneic HSCT, they 
may subsequently undergo a haploidentical HSCT


Rationale: More mismatched donor may provide better disease 
control. This is especially important because one patient usually 
cannot tolerate 2 myeloablative conditioning regimens in a lifetime, 
so the 2nd HSCT is usually performed with a reduced intensity 
approach.  
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Post HSCT Relapse
Can a patient have a  2nd HSCT with a different donor?


Guidelines from the TJUH BMT Disease Management Group:


If a patient relapses after a Haploidentical HSCT, they may receive a second 
haploidentical HSCT if:


The CR after Haplo #1 was ≥ 6 months but ≤ 2 years and there is an alternate 
haploidentical donor or donors. In this situation, the patient will undergo a 2nd 
haplo HSCT if they achieve a CR with salvage chemotherapy. If they do not 
achieve a CR with salvage therapy,  the use of the alternate donor (s) must be 
associated with the scientific rationale that the new donor (s) may bring 
different/new GVT effects, or the use of the second donor (s) answers a 
programmatic research question such as treatment of tumor escape 
mechanisms


Rationale: Patients who have relapsed after haploidentical HSCT and 
cannot achieve a 2nd remission have highly resistant disease that is 
never likely to be controlled unless there is something highly novel 
about an aletrnate donor


Post HSCT Relapse
‐36 year old female diagnosed with AML in June, 2006


‐After achieving CR1 underwent a myeloablative 
matched sibling HSCT in October of 2006


‐In May of 2007, relapsed (7 months after HSCT)


‐Achieved a second CR then underwent a reduced 
intensity haploidentical HSCT in September of 2007


This patient remains in remission, almost 6 years later


The patient’s age (could tolerate condensed therapy) 
and the qualities of her disease (ie could achieve a 2nd


CR) helped the chances of OS


Post HSCT Relapse
Donor Lymphocyte Infusion or DLI


-Infusion of donor T lymphocytes in an attempt to 
re-stimulate donor immunological  effects against 
the disease (ie break tolerance)


-DLI is also used in setting where the disease has 
not relapsed, but the patient has not achieved 
100% donor chimerism after HSCT


-The more mismatched the graft , the higher the 
dose of T cells, and the sooner post HSCT DLI is 
given, the higher the chance of GVHD. 


-A few diseases are very susceptible to DLI…..
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Graft versus Host Disease –
the price for GVT
Just like the cancer can be attacked, so 


can the normal body parts 
skin, gut, liver


From none to life threatening/fatal


10% risk of severe GVHD in matched 
related transplants; 30-40% risk of some 
GVHD
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Post HSCT Relapse
Donor Lymphocyte Infusion or DLI


No disease is as susceptible to DLI as CML. Therefore, 
strategies  to make DLI more potent in diseases such as 
AML and MDS have been investigated. 


At TJUH, patients who relapse after Haploidentical  HSCT 
may receive:


Additional chemotherapy in an attempt to reduce the 
disease burden (if needed) then: 


α interferon combined with DLI. α interferon 
potentiates GVL effect by  increases NK cell activity


If the therapy fails, the T cell dose in the DLI is escalated
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Post HSCT Relapse
Donor Lymphocyte Infusion or DLI


α interferon potentiates GVL effect by:  


-Stimulating cytolytic effects of 


Lymphocytes


NK Cells


Macrophages


-Direct anti-proliferative effect on tumor cells


Combined with DLI, α interferon produces a highly 
immunogenetic environment which produces GVH and 
GVT effects


Post HSCT Relapse
Novel Therapy with Interferon-α in Combination with Donor 


Lymphocyte Infusion for High Risk Acute Leukemia 
Patients Who Relapsed After Allogeneic Hematopoietic 


Stem Cell Transplantation 
Tang, XiaoWen et al. ASH, 2011 abstract #658


16 patients (9 ALL, 7 AML), median age 26.5 years


Salvage therapy given in 7 patients prior to α interferon and DLI


Median time to bone marrow CR was 7 days


Median time to full donor chimerism was 2 weeks


75% achieved initial CR


Median time to relapse 5.5 months (1‐25 months) for those who relapsed


With a median follow‐up of 5.5 months (1‐34), 7 patients were alive and in 
remission


Treatment‐related toxicities were fever, GVHD, and myelosuppression


Post HSCT Relapse


DLI is NOT effective if the relapse was due 
to UPD


Why?


The tumor has lost the unshared haplotype and 
expresses 2 copies of the haplotype that the donor 
and recipient had in common. Therefore, the 
disease is no longer recognizable to the donor 
immune system based on HLA expression. 
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Leukemia is sneaky.  Can we take two shots at it?


• In about 1/3 of patients relapsing after haploidentical transplant, the 
leukemia undergoes a mutation that allows it to escape the immune 
system.  


• The leukemia cells lose the genes for the unshared (target) HLA 
haplotype.  Most commonly the mutation leads to the leukemia 
having 2 copies of the shared haplotype and 0 copies of the 
unshared haplotype.  ie  if a,b→a,c, the relapsed leukemia is 
genetically a,a not a,c


• It’s now feasible to target BOTH haplotypes by using 
2 haploidentical donors.  a,b


a,c
b,c


or
c,d


a,c
a,d


Post HSCT Relapse


The best way to avoid post HSCT relapse is to 
prevent it in the first place.


At TJUH:


the novel 2 Step approach allows early and safe 
progression to HSCT prior to relapse


and


Scientific approaches to donor selection examine 
donor characteristics that are the most likely to 
have a good “Allo” effect”
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CardioOncology
Matthew DeCaro, MD, FACC, FACP


• Cardiac risk assessment prior to 
chemotherapy, surgery or transplant


• Management of cardiac toxicity from the 
therapy of malignancy


• Management of direct cardiac 
complications of malignancy


• Cardiac risk assessment prior to 
chemotherapy, surgery or transplant


• Management of cardiac toxicity from the 
therapy of malignancy


• Management of direct cardiac 
complications of malignancy
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• Risk stratification for non-cardiac 
surgery is commonplace


• Risk assessment of surgery for 
resection of a tumor is no different than 
in similar site surgery


• Most ‘Oncologic’ procedures 
(resections and biopsies) are 
considered intermediate risk (except 
skin, breast or limb surgery)


• Functional capacity


• Clinical risk factors


• Intrinsic surgical risk


Algorithm


Functional Capacity


• 4 METS


- Do light work around the house like 
dusting or washing dishes


- Climb a flight of stairs


- Walk 4 mph on level ground
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Clinical Risk Factors


• Recent ACS


• Active CHF


• Serious arrhythmias


• Cerebrovascular disease


• DM


• Renal insufficiency


Procedural risks
• High


- Aortic surgery


- Vascular surgery


• Intermediate


- Intrathoracic or intraperitoneal


- Orthopedic


- Prostate


• Low


- Endoscopies, breast, cataracts,extremities


- Ambulatory


Invasive Cardiology
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor


are needed to see this picture.


QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor


are needed to see this picture.


What to do?


• Cancel


• Revascularize


- What are the benefits?


• Proceed anyway
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• Although bone marrow transplant is not a 
‘surgery’, there are cardiovascular risks


- Ischemic events


- Arrhythmias


- Death


- Cardiac tamponade


• Excluding sepsis, multiorgan failure and 
pneumonitis, the risk of major or fatal 
cardiotoxicity < 1%


- Rapidly progressive heart failure


- Cardiac tamponade


- Arrhythmia


• LV dysfunction or clinical heart failure


• Prior treated CAD


• Pre-existing arrhythmias


• Valvular heart disease (not MVP)


• Poor functional capacity


Predictors
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• So what do we do if an individual has 
these problems?


• Do we perform cardiac interventions to 
prepare someone for the procedure?


• Using surgery as a guide:


- In stable CAD, revascularization 
specifically for surgery ineffective in 
prospective studies


- In those with an indication for 
revascularization (not considering 
surgery), there is benefit


• Does this apply to someone with a 
malignancy?


• Cardiac risk assessment prior to 
chemotherapy, surgery or transplant


• Management of cardiac toxicity from the 
therapy of malignancy


• Management of direct cardiac 
complications of malignancy
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•Adriamycin


• Acute


- Arrhythmias, LV dysfunction/HF, 
myocarditis, MI


- Rare


- Often resolve within 1 week


Adriamycin 
Cardiotoxicity


• Chronic


- Dose dependent


• Uncommon with <300 mg/m2


- Usually within 1 year of last dose (peak 3 
mos) - but can manifest a decade later


- Worse with certain concomitant Rxs:


• XRT


• Cyclophosphamide, paclitaxel and 
trastuzumab


Adriamycin 
Cardiotoxicity
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• Administration methods modify outcomes


- Infusion rather than bolus


• Monitor


- Serial assessment of LV function


- Troponin & BNP?


Adriamycin 
Cardiotoxicity


Adriamycin 
Cardiotoxicity


• Therapy


- ACE Inhibitors, β-blockers


- Dexrazoxane


• In Peds - secondary malignancies?


• OK to start after dose >300 mg/m2


• Benefit not proven when doxorubicin 
used adjuvantly


• Arrhythmias (eg, histone deacetylase inhibitors, 
nilotinib)


• Myocardial necrosis causing a dilated 
cardiomyopathy and clinical heart failure (eg, 
sunitinib, alemtuzumab, imatinib)


• Vasospasm or vasoocclusion resulting in chest 
pain or myocardial infarction (eg, 
fluoropyrimidines, particularly infusional 
administration of fluorouracil, etoposide)


Non-Anthracycline 
Cardiotoxicity
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Non-Anthracycline 
Cardiotoxicity


• Transient stress-induced cardiomyopathy 
(fluoropyrimidines)


• Pericarditis (eg, cytarabine, bleomycin)


• Heart failure, myocardial ischemia, and 
cardiac arrest (proteasome inhibitors)


• As a class, protein kinase inhibitors are 
emerging as a common cause of LV 
dysfunction


• Many of these agents have anti-tumor 
properties


- Imatinib, desatinib for CML


- Trastuzumab in breast cancer


- All of the “nibs and mabs”


• VEGF active agents (e.g. bevacizumab) 
have other effects


- CHF


- Ischemia


- Aggravating HTN


- Poor healing / bowel perforation
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• Cardiac risk assessment prior to 
chemotherapy, surgery or transplant


• Management of cardiac toxicity from the 
therapy of malignancy


• Management of direct cardiac 
complications of malignancy


• Metastatic tumors to the heart


• Pericardial effusion / tamponade 
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Cardiac Tumors
• Primary tumors are rare


- Benign and malignant (15% of all 
cardiac tumors)


- Sarcomas most common malignant 
tumors


• Secondary tumors seen in ~8% of 
individuals


- Melanoma, lung, breast, renal, 
esophageal, hepatic, thyroid most 
common


Pericardial Effusions


• Malignancies cause 6% of all effusions 
but 20% of large effusions


• Concern is due to cardiac tamponade


Cardiac Tamponade


• Symptoms


- Shortness of breath


- Chest pain, usually pleuritic


• Signs


- Jugular vein distention


- Hypotension


- Pulsus paradoxus
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Diagnosis


• Need a high index of suspicion


• Often discovered by accident!


• ECG


• Echocardiography


• CT chest
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Treatment
• Percutaneous


- Simple needle pericardiocentesis


- Pericardiocentesis with prolonged 
catheter drainage


• Surgical


- Subxiphoid window


- Thoracoscopic approach


QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor


are needed to see this picture.


Nursing Implications of 
Catheter Drainage


• Pain


• Arrhythmias


• NOT continuous - intermittent fluid 
removal with catheter flushes.  Keep 
clamped.


• Document amount removed each time
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MASSIMO CRISTOFANILLI, M.D., F.A.C.P.


DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
DIRECTOR OF THE JEFFERSON BREAST CARE CENTER


THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY-KIMMEL CANCER CENTER


Breast Cancer Update


Introduction


• Novel agents in Hormone-receptor positive                              
- PI3KCA/mTOR pathways (Everolimus, Afinitor®)                  
- CDK4/6 inhibitors (PD 0332991)


• Approved agents in HER-2 positive disease                             
- Pertuzumab (Perjeta®)                                                           
- TDM-1 (Kadcyla®)


• Next Genomic Sequencing (NGS) in MBC 


Advanced diagnostics in breast cancer


DCIS


EBC


• Treatment selection (IHC, FISH, CISH)
• Molecular subtyping/ Prognostic stratification (RNA expression)
• Protein expression (RPMA)


LABC


• Treatment selection (IHC, FISH, CISH)
• Molecular subtyping (RNA expression)
• Protein expression (RPMA)
• Residual disease genotyping (NGS)


MBC


• NGS (treatment selection)
• Protein Array (treatment selection)
• CTCs (prognostic stratification, disease monitoring)
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Molecular Portrait of Breast Cancers


Sørlie et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2001 Sep 11;98(19):10869-10874.


Basal–like


HER-2


“Normal


Luminal B


Luminal A 


Novel agents in Hormone Receptor Positive 
Disease (Luminal Disease)


Trial Regimen Population
No. of 


patients


Median PFS, mo


Endocrine 
therapy 
alone


Endocrine 
therapy + 
anti-ErbB


TAnDEM 1


Phase III
Anastrozole +/-


trastuzumab
HER2+ 208 2.4 * 4.8 *


Osborne et al2


Randomized, 
placebo-controlled 
phase II


Tamoxifen +/-
gefitinib


ITT


HER2+ 
subset


206†


37


8.8


5.8


10.9


6.7


Cristofanilli et al3


Randomized, 
placebo-controlled 
phase II


Anastrozole +/-
gefitinib


ITT 93 8.2 14.5


Clinical Evidence for Co-Targeting Growth Factor Receptors in ER+ MBC


*Increased slightly in exploratory analysis of centrally confirmed ER status, 3.8 vs 5.6 mo.
†


Stratum 1 of trial defined as never receiving tamoxifen or completed adjuvant tamoxifen > 1 year prior.


1
Mackey J, et al. Breast Cancer Res Treat. 2006;100. Abstract 3; 


2
Osborne K, et al. Breast Cancer Res Treat. 2007;106. Abstract 2067; 


3
Cristofanilli M, et al. J Clin Oncol. 2008;26(No 15S). 


Abstract 1012.
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BOLERO-2
Aromatase Inhibition: ER+ Breast Cancer


7


ER+ = estrogen receptor-positive.
Moy B et al. Clin Cancer Res. 2006;12:4790-4793


BOLERO-2 (Ph III): Everolimus in Advanced BC


EVE 10 mg daily
+


EXE 25 mg daily (n = 485)


Placebo
+


EXE 25 mg daily (n = 239)


R


Endpoints
• Primary: PFS (local assessment)
• Secondary: OS, ORR, QOL, safety, bone markers, PK


2:1


N = 724
• Postmenopausal ER+


• Unresectable locally advanced or 
metastatic BC 


• Recurrence or progression after letrozole 
or anastrozole


Stratification: Sensitivity to prior hormone therapy and presence of 
visceral metastases


Hortobagyi G et al. SABCS 2011 (Abstract #S3-7)


BC = breast cancer; ER+ = estrogen receptor-positive; EVE = everolimus; EXE = exemestane; ORR, overall response rate; OS = overall survival; 
PFS = progression-free survival; PK = pharmacokinetics; QOL = quality of life.


BOLERO-2: Baseline Characteristics


Everolimus +
Exemestane
(n = 485), %


Placebo +
Exemestane
(n = 239), % 


Median age (range), years 62 (34-93) 61 (28-90)


Race


Caucasian  74 78


Asian 20 19


Performance status 0 60 59


Liver involvement 33 31


Lung involvement 29 33


Measurable diseasea 70 68


a
All other patients had ≥1 bone lesion.


Hortobagyi G et al. SABCS 2011 (Abstract #S3-7)
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BOLERO-2: Prior Therapy 


Everolimus + 
Exemestane
(n = 485), %


Placebo +
Exemestane
(n = 239), %


Sensitivity to prior hormonal therapy 84 84


Last treatment: LET/ ANA 74 75


Last treatment 


Adjuvant 21 15


Metastatic 79 85


Prior tamoxifen 47 50


Prior fulvestrant 17 16


Prior chemotherapy for metastatic BC 26 26


Number of prior therapies: ≥3 54 53


ANA = anastrozole; BC = breast cancer; LET = letrozole. 


Hortobagyi G et al. SABCS 2011 (Abstract #S3-7)


BOLERO-2 (12 mo f/up): PFS Central 


CI = confidence interval; EVE = everolimus; EXE = exemestane; HR = hazard ratio; PBO = placebo; PFS = progression-free survival.
Hortobagyi G et al. SABCS 2011 (Abstract #S3-7)


Everolimus


Placebo


Number of patients still at risk


485 422 351 284 224 176 119 86 57 38 32 22 12 7 2 2 0


239 179 112 74 56 36 23 18 8 5 4 4 3 1 0 0 0
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HR = 0.36 (95% CI: 0.28-0.45)
Log rank P value: <1 x 10


-16


EVE + EXE: 11.0 months
PBO + EXE: 4.1 months


EVE + EXE (E/N = 155/485)
PBO + EXE (E/N = 127/239)


Time (weeks)


BOLERO-2 (12 mo f/up): 
Response and Clinical Benefit


P < 0.0001


Hortobagyi G et al. SABCS 2011 (Abstract #S3-7)


P
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n
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BOLERO-2 (12 mo f/up): Summary 


• Addition of everolimus to exemestane prolongs PFS in patients with ER+ 
HER2- breast cancer refractory to nonsteroidal aromatase inhibitors


– Local: median 7.4 vs. 3.2 months, 
HR = 0.44, P < 1 x 10-16


– Central: median 11.0 vs. 4.1 months, 
HR = 0.36, P < 1 x 10-16


• Benefit is observed in all subgroups


ER+ = estrogen receptor-positive; HER2- = human epidermal growth factor receptor 2-negative; HR = hazard ratio; PFS = progression-free survival. 
Hortobagyi G et al. SABCS 2011 (Abstract #S3-7)


Results of a Randomized Phase 2 Study of   PD 
0332991, a Cyclin-Dependent Kinase (CDK) 4/6 


Inhibitor, in Combination with Letrozole vs Letrozole
Alone for First-Line Treatment of    


ER+, HER2– Advanced Breast Cancer (TRIO-18)


RS Finn,1 JP Crown,2 I Lang,3 K Boer,4 IM Bondarenko,5 SO Kulyk,6 J Ettl,7 R Patel,8 T Pinter,9
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Background
• Cyclin dependent kinases (CDK), a group of 


serine/threonine kinases, play a key role in regulating cell 
cycle progression by interacting with specific cyclin 
proteins


• PD 0332991 is an oral, highly selective inhibitor of CDK4/6 
kinase activity that prevents cellular DNA synthesis by 
prohibiting progression of the cell cycle from G1 to S phase


• Preclinical studies identified luminal estrogen receptor (ER) 
subtype, elevated expression of cyclin D1 and Rb protein, 
and reduced p16 expression as being associated with 
sensitivity to PD 0332991


1
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Regulation of the G1/S checkpointRegulation of the G1/S checkpoint


Lange et al. Endocrine-Related Cancer 2011;18:C19–C24


17


PD 0332991 Preferentially Inhibits Proliferation of Luminal Estrogen 
Receptor-Positive Human Breast Cancer Cell Lines in Vitro


Reprinted from Finn RS, et al. Breast Cancer Res. 2009;11(5):R77. 
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Phase 2 Design


N = 66


1:1


Part 1


ER+, HER2– BC


R
A
N
D
O
M
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N


PD 0332991 125 mg 
QD


a
+ Letrozole 


2.5 mg QD


Letrozole    2.5 mg QD


Part 2


N = 99


1:1


ER+, HER2– BC 
with CCND1 amp 


and/or      loss of p16


R
A
N
D
O
M
I
Z
A
T
I
O
N


PD 0332991 125 mg 
QD


a
+ Letrozole 


2.5 mg QD


Letrozole    2.5 mg QD


Stratification Factors
• Disease Site (Visceral vs Bone only vs Other)
• Disease-Free Interval (>12 vs ≤12 mo from end of adjuvant to recurrence or de novo 


advanced disease)
a


Schedule 3/1.  
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Study Endpoints and Analyses


• Primary Endpoint
• Progression-free survival (PFS)


• Designed to detect 50% improvement in median PFS from 9 to 13.5 
months (80% power, 1-sided  = 10%) 


• Interim Analysis 1 (Part 1)  
• Statistically significant improvement in PFS (HR = 0.35; P = 0.006)1


• Exploratory biomarkers for CCND1 gains or p16 loss did not add to ER+ 
alone as a selection marker


• Interim Analysis 2 (combined Part 1 + Part 2)  
• ~50% of total events (57 PFS events), data cutoff July 2012


• Final Analysis (combined Part 1 + Part 2)  
• 114 PFS events needed


1. Finn RS, et al. IMPAKT 2012, Abstract 100O.
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Interim Analysis 2 Results


Key Eligibility Criteria


• Postmenopausal women with ER+, HER2– locally recurrent or 
metastatic breast cancer 


• Part 1: selection based on ER/HER2 status only


• Part 2: prospective identification of tumors with CCND1 
amplification and/or loss of p16


• Previously untreated for metastatic/advanced disease


• Measurable disease (according to RECIST 1.0) or bone-only disease 


• ECOG PS of 0 or 1


• Adequate blood counts and organ function


• No prior/current brain metastases


Baseline Characteristics (ITT)
PD 991 + LET


(n = 84)
LET


(n = 81)


Median Age, years (range) 62 (41 – 89) 64 (38 – 84) 


ECOG PS, n (%)
0
1


46 (55)
38 (45)


45 (56)
36 (44)


Disease Stage
Stage IIIB
Stage IV
Other


3 (4)
80 (95)
1 (1)


6 (7)
75 (93)


0


Disease Site
Visceral
Bone only
Other (Non-Visceral)


37 (44)
18 (21)
29 (34)


43 (53)
12 (15)
26 (32)


Disease-Free Interval, n (%)
>12 mos from adjuvant to recurrence
≤12 mos from adjuvant to recurrence 


or de novo advanced disease


24 (29)
60 (71)


30 (37)
51 (63)


Prior Systemic Treatment, n (%)
None
Chemotherapy
Hormonal


Tamoxifen
Anastrozole
Letrozole
Exemestane


44 (52)
34 (40)
26 (31)
23 (27)
8 (10)
2 (2)
4 (5)


37 (46)
37 (46)
28 (35)
24 (30)
11 (14)
1 (1)
2 (2)
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Best Overall Response (ITT)


PD 991 + LET
(n = 84)


LET
(n = 81)


All randomized patients, n


Objective Response Rate, % (95% CI)


Complete Response, n (%)


Partial Response, n (%)


84


34 (24, 46)


0


29 (34)


81


26 (17, 37)


1 (1)


20 (25)


Patients with measurable disease, n (%)


Objective Response Rate, % (95% CI)


Complete Response, n (%)


Partial Response, n (%)


64 (76)


45 (33, 58)


0


29 (45)


65 (80)


31 (20, 43)


0


20 (31)


Stable Disease ≥24 weeks, n (%) 30 (36) 15 (18)


Clinical Benefit Rate, n (%)* 59 (70) 36 (44)


Stable Disease <24 weeks, n (%) 14 (17) 22 (27)


Progressive Disease, n (%) 3 (4) 17 (21)


Indeterminate, n (%) 8 (10) 6 (7)


* Complete response + partial response + stable disease ≥24 weeks.


Progression-Free Survival


PD 991 + LET
(n = 84)


LET
(n = 81)


Number of Events (%) 21 (25) 40 (49)


Median PFS, months
(95% CI)


26.1
(12.7, 26.1)


7.5
(5.6, 12.6)


Hazard Ratio
(95% CI)


0.37
(0.21, 0.63)


P value <0.001


0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28


Time (Month)


0
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84 75 60 53 43 35 25 18 15 14 9 5 3 1PD991+LET


81 57 38 29 22 17 11 6 5 4 3 3 1 1LET


Number of patients at risk


Most Common AEs ≥10% (AT)
PD 991 + LET


(n = 83)
LET 


(n = 77)


Grade 1/2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 1/2 Grade 3 Grade 4


Neutropenia 19 46 5 3 1 0


Leukopenia 24 14 0 1 0 0


Fatigue 29 2 2 21 1 0


Anemia 20 4 1 3 1 0


Nausea 19 2 0 10 1 0


Hot flush 19 0 0 12 0 0


Alopecia 18 0 0 3 0 0


Arthralgia 18 0 0 14 1 0


Diarrhea 14 4 0 8 0 0


Nasopharyngitis 13 0 0 9 0 0


Vomiting 12 1 0 3 1 0


Thrombocytopenia 11 1 0 0 0 0


Constipation 11 0 0 8 0 0


Cough 11 0 0 5 0 0


Decreased appetite 10 1 0 5 0 0


Asthenia 10 0 0 3 0 0


Bone pain 7 1 1 5 0 0
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Conclusions


• The combination of PD 0332991 and letrozole compared with letrozole 
alone continues to show statistically significant improvement in median 
PFS in patients with ER+/HER2– breast cancer


• These results confirm the preclinical observations made with       PD 
0332991 in breast cancer models


• The combination is generally well tolerated, with uncomplicated 
neutropenia as the most frequent adverse event


• A randomized phase 3 study is planned to start in early 2013


• A randomized Phase 2 (second-line) combining Faslodex +/- LHRH 
agonist is planned for late 2013


Novel agents in HER-2 positive disease


Primary Results From EMILIA, a Phase 3 Study of Trastuzumab
Emtansine (T-DM1) vs Capecitabine and Lapatinib in HER2-Positive 


Locally Advanced or Metastatic Breast Cancer Previously Treated With 
Trastuzumab and a Taxane


K Blackwell,
1


D Miles,
2
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3


IE Krop,
4


M Welslau,
5


J Baselga,
6


M Pegram,
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D-Y Oh,
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11
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Targeted Therapies for HER2+ Breast Cancer: 
Trastuzumab, Lapatinib, and T-DM1


T-DM1


Antibody: Trastuzumab


HER2


Trastuzumab


31


Lapatinib


Nucleus


Spector NL, Blackwell KL. J Clin Oncol 2009; Nelson MH, et al. Ann Pharmacother 2006; 
Lewis Phillips GD, et al. Cancer Res 2008.


P
P


P


P
P


P


Emtansine


Cytotoxic: 
DM1


Stable 
linker: 
MCC


T-DM1: Mechanism of Action


Emtansine 
release


Inhibition of microtubule 
polymerization


32


Internalization


HER2


Adapted from LoRusso PM, et al. Clin Cancer Res 2011.


T-DM1


Lysosome


Nucleus


P
P


P


EMILIA Study Design


• Stratification factors: World region, number of prior chemo regimens for MBC or unresectable LABC, 
presence of visceral disease


• Primary end points: PFS by independent review, OS, and safety


• Key secondary end points: PFS by investigator, ORR, duration of response, time to symptom progression


1:1 


HER2+ (central) LABC or 
MBC (N=980)


•Prior taxane and trastuzumab 


•Progression on metastatic tx 
or within 6 mos of adjuvant tx


PDT-DM1 
3.6 mg/kg q3w IV


Capecitabine
1000 mg/m


2 
orally bid, days 1–14, q3w


+ 
Lapatinib 


1250 mg/day orally qd


PD
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Patient Disposition


Cap + Lap T-DM1


Randomized, n 496 495


Treated, n 488 490


On treatment at data cutoff date 125 182


Median follow-up, mos (range) 12.4 (0−35) 12.9 (0−34)


First patient in: February 23, 2009
Last patient in: October 13, 2011


Clinical data cutoff: January 14, 2012 


Patient Demographics and Baseline Characteristics (1)


Cap + Lap
(n=496)


T-DM1
(n=495)


Median age, yrs (range) 53 (24–83) 53 (25–84)


Race, n (%)


White


Asian


Black/African American


Other


Not available


374 (75)


86 (17)


21 (4)


10 (2)


5 (1)


358 (72)


94 (19)


29 (6)


7 (1)


7 (1)


World region, n (%)


US


Western Europe


Asia


Other


136 (27)


160 (32)


76 (15)


124 (25)


134 (27)


157 (32)


82 (17)


122 (25)


ECOG PS, n (%)


0


1


312 (64)


176 (36)


299 (61)


194 (39)


Cap + Lap
(n=496)


T-DM1
(n=495)


Measurable disease by independent review, n 
(%) 389 (78) 397 (80)


Metastatic involvement, n (%)


Visceral


Non-visceral


335 (68)


161 (33)


334 (68)


161 (33)


Metastatic sites, n (%)


<3


≥3


Unknown


307 (62)


175 (35)


14 (3)


298 (60)


189 (38)


8 (2)


ER/PR status, n (%)


ER+ and/or PR+


ER− and PR−


Unknown


263 (53)


224 (45)


9 (2)


282 (57)


202 (41)


11 (2)


Patient Demographics and Baseline 
Characteristics (2)
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Prior Systemic Treatment
Cap + Lap


(n=496)


T-DM1 


(n=495)


Prior treatment type, n (%)


Taxanes


Anthracyclines


Endocrine agents


494 (100)


302 (61)


204 (41)  


493 (100)


303 (61)


205 (41)  


Prior therapy for MBC, n (%)


Yes


No 


438 (88) 


58 (12)


435 (88)


60 (12)


Prior trastuzumab treatment, n (%) 


EBC only


495 (100)


77 (16)


495 (100)


78 (16)


Duration of trastuzumab treatment, n (%)


<1 yr


≥1 yr


212 (43)


284 (57)


210 (42)


285 (58)


Median time since last trastuzumab, mos (range) 1.5 (0–98) 1.5 (0–63)


Progression-Free Survival 
by Independent Review


496 404 310 176 129 73 53 35 25 14 9 8 5 1 0 0


495 419 341 236 183 130 101 72 54 44 30 18 9 3 1 0


Cap + Lap


T-DM1


No. at risk by independent review:


Median (mos) No. events


Cap + Lap 6.4 304


T-DM1 9.6 265


Stratified HR=0.650 (95% CI, 0.55, 0.77)


P<0.0001
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Unstratified HR=0.66 (P<0.0001).


Progression-Free Survival 
by Independent (IRC) and Investigator (INV) Review


496 404 310 176 129 73 53 35 25 14 9 8 5 1 0 0


495 419 341 236 183 130 101 72 54 44 30 18 9 3 1 0


Cap + Lap


T-DM1


No. at risk by independent review:


0.0


0.2


0.4


0.6


0.8


1.0


0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30


Time (mos)


Unstratified HR by independent review=0.66 (P<0.0001).


Cap + Lap


T-DM1


Cap + Lap


T-DM1
IRC


INV


HR=0.650 (95% CI, 0.55, 0.77)


P<0.0001


HR=0.658 (95% CI, 0.56, 0.77) 


P<0.0001
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Overall Survival: Interim Analysis


496 469 438 364 296 242 195 155 129 97 74 52 31 17 7 3 2 1 0


495 484 461 390 331 277 220 182 149 123 96 67 46 29 16 5 2 0 0


Cap + Lap


T-DM1


No. at risk: Time (mos)


P
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0.2


0.4


0.6


0.8


1.0


0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36


77.0% 65.4%


47.5%


84.7%


Median (mos) No. events


Cap + Lap 23.3 129


T-DM1 NR 94


Stratified HR=0.621 (95% CI, 0.48, 0.81)


P=0.0005
Efficacy stopping boundary P=0.0003 or HR=0.617


Unstratified HR=0.63 (P=0.0005). 
NR=not reached.


Objective Response Rate (ORR) and Duration of 
Response (DOR) in Patients with Measurable Disease


ORR DOR
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Median, mos (95% CI)


Cap + Lap 6.5 (5.5, 7.2)


T-DM1 12.6 (8.4, 20.8)


P
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n
t


Difference: 12.7% (95% CI, 6.0, 19.4)
P=0.0002
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T-DM1


173/397120/389


43.6%


30.8%


Cap + Lap


120 105 77 48 32 14 9 8 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0


173 159 126 84 65 47 42 33 27 19 12 8 2 0 0 0


Cap + Lap


T-DM1


No. at risk


0


0


0


0


0


0


Non-Hematologic Adverse Events
Grade ≥3 AEs With Incidence ≥2%


Cap + Lap


(n=488)


T-DM1 


(n=490)


Adverse Event All Grades, % Grade ≥3, % All Grades, % Grade ≥3, %


Diarrhea 79.7 20.7 23.3 1.6


Hand-foot syndrome 58.0 16.4 1.2 0.0


Vomiting 29.3 4.5 19.0 0.8


Hypokalemia 8.6 4.1 8.6 2.2


Fatigue 27.9 3.5 35.1 2.4


Nausea 44.7 2.5 39.2 0.8


Mucosal 
inflammation 19.1 2.3 6.7 0.2


Increased AST 9.4 0.8 22.4 4.3


Increased ALT 8.8 1.4 16.9 2.9


ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase.
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Summary


•T-DM1 demonstrated improved efficacy over capecitabine + 
lapatinib


T-DM1 demonstrated a significant improvement in PFS


– HR=0.650; P<0.0001


Interim overall survival favored T-DM1 but did not cross the efficacy 
stopping boundary 


– HR=0.621; P=0.0005


•Safety and secondary efficacy end points favored T-DM1


•T-DM1 should offer an important therapeutic option in the 
treatment of HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer


Next Genomic Sequencing 
(NGS) in MBC


NGS-based cancer genomic profiling test


500x-1000x
unique coverage


Optimized for 
accuracy


14-21
days


3230 exons of
182 cancer genes
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NGS in IBC 


• 57 year old patient with inflammatory breast cancer
• ER/PR/HER2 status not known
• Skin biopsy demonstrates diffuse intra-lymphatic high grade ductal breast cancer
• DNA from tumor estimated at 50%


Pathology review


Pre‐therapy: extensive 
active disease


Post‐therapy: good response
with lower/less activity


Pre- and post-therapy scan
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Conclusions


- Diagnostic technologies contributed to increase our 
understanding of the complexity of breast cancer


- Therapeutic improvements for HER-2 positive or 
endocrine sensitive disease resulted in FDA approval of 
novel agents


- The management of triple negative disease (basal-like) 
represent still a challenge


- The use of NGS in MBC discovers “druggable 
(actionable)” mutations with potential impact on patients 
outcome 
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Integrating Palliative Care into
Oncology at Game Speed


Challenges and Opportunities
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Objectives


 Describe a practical approach for 
assessing symptom burden and suffering 
for patients with cancer


 Review several high profile studies about 
palliative care 


 Provoke reflection about your own 
attitude, approach, intensity, and 
toughness in caring for vulnerable patients
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Starting with patient vignettes: Mr. A


 63 year old man with HTN, depression, 
migraines, and prostate cancer


 Organ-confined, high grade prostate CA 
diagnosed and treated 5 years ago


 Lung and bone mets developed 2 years 
ago


 Now s/p 3 lines of systemic therapy with 
stable lung mets and a new skull lesion


 63 year old man with HTN, depression, 
migraines, and prostate cancer


 Organ-confined, high grade prostate CA 
diagnosed and treated 5 years ago


 Lung and bone mets developed 2 years 
ago


 Now s/p 3 lines of systemic therapy with 
stable lung mets and a new skull lesion
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Mr. A (considering “blue scorpion venom”) 


“To be honest, I'm scared stiff of the 
stuff. But, also to be honest, I don't 
think I have more than a year or two 
at most. My only hope, and it's not 
that much of a hope, is the new 
prostate cancer therapy XYZ”


“To be honest, I'm scared stiff of the 
stuff. But, also to be honest, I don't 
think I have more than a year or two 
at most. My only hope, and it's not 
that much of a hope, is the new 
prostate cancer therapy XYZ”


Mr. A’s Symptom Assessment


Mr. B (age 55)


 55 yo bus driver, married, 2 young sons


 Nagging pelvic/sacral pain, blood in stool


 Rectal mass found


 More than 20 trips to bathroom per day 
with crampy pain and small volume stool


 Eager to understand his situation and start 
treatment


 55 yo bus driver, married, 2 young sons


 Nagging pelvic/sacral pain, blood in stool


 Rectal mass found


 More than 20 trips to bathroom per day 
with crampy pain and small volume stool


 Eager to understand his situation and start 
treatment
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Mrs. C (age 68)


 68 year old woman with CAD, 
osteoporosis, recently diagnosed stage 
IIIA squamous cell CA of the lung


 After completion of carboplatin/paclitaxel 
combined with XRT, she complains of 
burning pain and numbness over the right 
anterior chest wall


 Worst pain severity 7/10, functionally 
limiting


 68 year old woman with CAD, 
osteoporosis, recently diagnosed stage 
IIIA squamous cell CA of the lung


 After completion of carboplatin/paclitaxel 
combined with XRT, she complains of 
burning pain and numbness over the right 
anterior chest wall


 Worst pain severity 7/10, functionally 
limiting


Questions for YOU


Which of these patients is most 
appropriate for palliative care?


How do you simultaneously 
develop goals of care for treating 
your patients’ malignancy while 
also preventing and relieving 
suffering ?


Which of these patients is most 
appropriate for palliative care?
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develop goals of care for treating 
your patients’ malignancy while 
also preventing and relieving 
suffering ?


Palliative Care Defined


Comprehensive


Interdisciplinary


Patients & Families


Serious chronic illness


Improve quality of life


Prevent suffering


Comprehensive


Interdisciplinary


Patients & Families


Serious chronic illness


Improve quality of life


Prevent suffering
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…palliative care


 Who is it for?


 Metastatic cancer and/or high sx burden


 Who provides it?


 A team of doctors, nurses, and other 
specialists who work with the patient’s 
other physicians…


 To provide an extra layer of support


 Who is it for?


 Metastatic cancer and/or high sx burden


 Who provides it?


 A team of doctors, nurses, and other 
specialists who work with the patient’s 
other physicians…


 To provide an extra layer of support


Smith TJ, ASCO PCO, JCO 2012, PMID # 22312101


What is in the Palliative Care Syringe?


Communication


Symptom Management


Medically appropriate goal 
setting


Communication


Symptom Management


Medically appropriate goal 
setting


What else….


Advanced Care Planning


Managing complications of 
therapy


Care of the Dying


Advanced Care Planning


Managing complications of 
therapy


Care of the Dying
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Challenges in oncology


Scope  and complexity of tasks 
can be overwhelming


Historical lack  of incentives 


Payments and quality 
measurement are focused on 
aspects of oncology-specific care


Scope  and complexity of tasks 
can be overwhelming


Historical lack  of incentives 


Payments and quality 
measurement are focused on 
aspects of oncology-specific care


Dartmouth Atlas Project:  What is the 
current landscape?


www.dartmouthatlas.org


% Cancer Patients Enrolled in Hospice in 
last 3 days of life (10.9)
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Other TJU details (from 2007)


12.1% received life sustaining 
treatment in the last month of life


3.3 ICU days per cancer patient 
in the last month of life


12.1% received life sustaining 
treatment in the last month of life


3.3 ICU days per cancer patient 
in the last month of life


Access to palliative care specialists and 
programs


2887 board-certified PC specialists in 
the US (in 2011)


Large  hospitals (at least 300 beds) 
are more likely to have palliative care 
(85%)


Public hospitals (54%)


For-profit hospitals (26%)


2887 board-certified PC specialists in 
the US (in 2011)


Large  hospitals (at least 300 beds) 
are more likely to have palliative care 
(85%)


Public hospitals (54%)


For-profit hospitals (26%)
Morrison RS, J Palliative Med 2011   


www.capc.orgreportcard
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Classics in Palliative Care:
The Coping with Cancer Study 


NCI funded, multisite, longitudinal 
study of advanced cancer patients 
and their caregivers


Recruitment was 2002-2006


Designed to fill research gaps on 
racial/ethnic disparities in EOL Care


Of participants, 593 self-identified as 
white, black, or Hispanic


NCI funded, multisite, longitudinal 
study of advanced cancer patients 
and their caregivers


Recruitment was 2002-2006


Designed to fill research gaps on 
racial/ethnic disparities in EOL Care


Of participants, 593 self-identified as 
white, black, or Hispanic


Key Findings: Coping with Cancer Study


 Want aggressive care even with a few days 
to live


 White 14%


 Hispanic   34%


 Black 45%


 Have ACP


 White 80%


 Hispanic  47%


 Black 47%


 Want aggressive care even with a few days 
to live


 White 14%


 Hispanic   34%


 Black 45%


 Have ACP


 White 80%


 Hispanic  47%


 Black 47%


 Black patients were 3x 
more likely to 
experience intensive 
EOL Care, 2x more 
likely to prefer it 


 Black patients were 3x 
more likely to 
experience intensive 
EOL Care, 2x more 
likely to prefer it 


Alexander K…Prigerson HG. JCO 2008


Trice Loggers E…Prigerson HG. 
JCO 2009


“It ain’t what you don’t know that 
gets you into trouble. It’s what you 
know for sure that just ain’t so.”


- Mark Twain


“It ain’t what you don’t know that 
gets you into trouble. It’s what you 
know for sure that just ain’t so.”


- Mark Twain
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The New Golden Rule


Treat others as 
THEY would like 


to be treated


Slide courtesy of Lynne Nguyen, MPH 


The value of open-ended questions


 What are things like for you these 
days..Take me through your day?


 What has having this cancer meant to 
you?


 How do you hold yourself up through all 
this stuff?


 What else should we know about you? 
What should we be focusing on today to 
help you?


 What are things like for you these 
days..Take me through your day?


 What has having this cancer meant to 
you?


 How do you hold yourself up through all 
this stuff?


 What else should we know about you? 
What should we be focusing on today to 
help you?
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Fundamental Questions of the Ill


1.  “What’s happening to me?”


2.  “What’s going to happen to  
me?”


3.  “What can be done to improve     
what happens to me?”


Cohen, JJ. Ann Intern Med 1998: PMID # 9518402


1.  “What’s happening to me?”


2.  “What’s going to happen to  
me?”


3.  “What can be done to improve     
what happens to me?”


Cohen, JJ. Ann Intern Med 1998: PMID # 9518402
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Negotiating goals of care


Multiple goals often apply 
simultaneously


Goals are often contradictory


Certain goals may take priority 
over others


Conceptual models and 
metaphors sometimes resonate


Multiple goals often apply 
simultaneously


Goals are often contradictory


Certain goals may take priority 
over others


Conceptual models and 
metaphors sometimes resonate


CANCORS Study


• Large observational 
cohort study


• 1193 patients with 
stage IV lung or 
colorectal cancer who 
received 
chemotherapy


• Professional 
interviewers and 
comprehensive 
record review
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Inaccurate Response 
to Questions about 


the Likelihood of Cure 
with Chemotherapy


Odds ratios


Hispanic  2.82


Black 2.93


Asian 4.32
Weeks JC et al. N Engl J Med 


2012;367:PMID # 23094723


Tom Smith: 4 Possible Explanations 


Patients weren’t told


They were told, but ineffectively


They were told, but didn’t believe it


They fully understood, but responded 
too optimistically to survey 
interviewer


Patients weren’t told


They were told, but ineffectively


They were told, but didn’t believe it


They fully understood, but responded 
too optimistically to survey 
interviewer


Smith TJ, NEJM 2012, PMID # 23373069
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Cleeland Study, NEJM


 ECOG study (1994) focused on metastatic 
cancer, one time cross-sectional survey 


 42% of patients with pain did not receive 
adequate analgesia, as measured using 
the pain management index (PMI)


 Age (>70) and female gender also 
predicted inadequate pain treatment


 Race/ethnicity not measured for this 1994 
study, but minority site patients did 3x 
worse


 ECOG study (1994) focused on metastatic 
cancer, one time cross-sectional survey 


 42% of patients with pain did not receive 
adequate analgesia, as measured using 
the pain management index (PMI)


 Age (>70) and female gender also 
predicted inadequate pain treatment


 Race/ethnicity not measured for this 1994 
study, but minority site patients did 3x 
worse


18 years after the 
Cleeland 


Study…the story 
remains the same


minority patients 
2x as likely to be 
undertreated for 


pain


SOAPP Study 


Fisch MJ…Cleeland CS.  JCO 2012


PMID # 22508819


www.ecogsoapp.com


Odds of Pain Undertreatment 
by Race and Site (at Initial Assessment)
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More SOAPP Study Results


Other significant predictors of 
inadequate pain treatment:  


Good performance status


Being treated at a minority site


Having non-advanced disease 
without concurrent treatment


Gender and age are no longer 
predictors of treatment adequacy


Other significant predictors of 
inadequate pain treatment:  


Good performance status


Being treated at a minority site


Having non-advanced disease 
without concurrent treatment


Gender and age are no longer 
predictors of treatment adequacy


Response to Symptom-Directed Treatment
(according to clinicians at follow-up)


Complete response7%


Partial response 18%


Stable response 67%


Progressive sxs 8%   


Complete response7%


Partial response 18%


Stable response 67%


Progressive sxs 8%   


Humility


Find that “don’t know” mindset


Be humble


Resist the temptation to “show 
off” or act defensively


Celebrate quietly when you “win”


“You’ve got to learn how to lose”


Find that “don’t know” mindset


Be humble


Resist the temptation to “show 
off” or act defensively


Celebrate quietly when you “win”


“You’ve got to learn how to lose”
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Key elements of your approach


 Open-minded, curious mindframe


 Active listening


 Mindful self-disclosure


 Explaining/reframing


 Empathizing (“I can only imagine what…”)


 Brainstorming


 Open-minded, curious mindframe


 Active listening


 Mindful self-disclosure


 Explaining/reframing


 Empathizing (“I can only imagine what…”)


 Brainstorming


Brainstorming


[Doctor]: “So I understand that you thought 
an MRI of that area would be a good idea.”


“Yes, exactly.”


“And I’m thinking we might be better off 
getting started with the chemotherapy 
now.”


“Yes, uh huh.”


“So, it looks different to each of us.  What 
shall we do?”


[Doctor]: “So I understand that you thought 
an MRI of that area would be a good idea.”


“Yes, exactly.”


“And I’m thinking we might be better off 
getting started with the chemotherapy 
now.”


“Yes, uh huh.”


“So, it looks different to each of us.  What 
shall we do?”


More on approach…Mindful Practice


Mindful practitioners attend in a 
non- judgmental way to their own 
physical and mental processes 
during ordinary, everyday tasks. 


Epstein RM, JAMA 1999:282:833


Mindful practitioners attend in a 
non- judgmental way to their own 
physical and mental processes 
during ordinary, everyday tasks. 


Epstein RM, JAMA 1999:282:833
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The most famous palliative care 
intervention study


Temel JS, NEJM, August 19, 2010, PMID #20818875


Strengths and Weaknesses of Temel Study


 Recruitment at time 
of NSCLC 
diagnosis


 Standardized 
intervention


 Adequate power 
for QOL and mood 
changes


 Low attrition rate


 Recruitment at time 
of NSCLC 
diagnosis


 Standardized 
intervention


 Adequate power 
for QOL and mood 
changes


 Low attrition rate


 Single institution 
study


 Only one diagnosis


 Limited diversity of 
patients


 Single institution 
study


 Only one diagnosis


 Limited diversity of 
patients


96% of cohort: Non-Hispanic White 
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Triggered the ASCO Provisional Clinical 
Opinion in 2012


PMID # 22312101


ASCO Provisional Clinical Opinion 2012


 7 RCTs show that PC given alongside usual 
oncologic care in patients with advanced 
cancer:


Maintains or improves survival


 Improves QOL


 lowers costs (usually)


 Is not harmful


 7 RCTs show that PC given alongside usual 
oncologic care in patients with advanced 
cancer:


Maintains or improves survival


 Improves QOL


 lowers costs (usually)


 Is not harmful


ASCO Caveat


“It is not yet possible to define the 
essential components of highly 
successful concurrent standard 
oncologic care and PC, but 
research is ongoing”


“It is not yet possible to define the 
essential components of highly 
successful concurrent standard 
oncologic care and PC, but 
research is ongoing”
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NEJM 2013, 


PMID # 23465068


Essential components of PC  ASCO/AAHPM 
working on it


Overall Messages


 Oncologists must learn to integrate principles of 
palliative care in oncology


 Communication, symptom management, and 
medically appropriate goal setting


 Understanding your patients’ experience and 
suffering requires you to see the person , and 
also frequent reflection  about your own:  


 Attitude


 Approach


 Intensity


 Toughness


 Oncologists must learn to integrate principles of 
palliative care in oncology


 Communication, symptom management, and 
medically appropriate goal setting


 Understanding your patients’ experience and 
suffering requires you to see the person , and 
also frequent reflection  about your own:  


 Attitude


 Approach


 Intensity


 Toughness








Care of the Dying Patient

Brooke Worster, MD

Assistant Professor of Medicine

Palliative Care Service

Department of Family & Community Medicine







Objectives

		Review physical signs and symptoms of imminent death

		Appreciate the spiritual and psychological needs of the dying patient

		Understand common concerns of family/loved ones during the dying process

		Discuss practical aspects of caring for dying patients in the hospital setting









The trajectory of imminent death

JHPN 2001



Quality of death and dying scale – used in Europe – asked family (at home) and RN (if in hospital) about symptom burden

*







Chart1


			Day 1			Day 1


			Day 2			Day 2


			Day 3			Day 3


			Day 4			Day 4


			Day 5			Day 5


			Day 6			Day 6


			Day 7			Day 7





Mean Symptom Burden


KPS


Symptom burden


Karnofsky Performance Score


38


2


34


2.4


30


2.8


23


2.6


27


3


18


3.1


8


3
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						KPS			Symptom burden


			Day 1			38			2


			Day 2			34			2.4


			Day 3			30			2.8


			Day 4			23			2.6


			Day 5			27			3


			Day 6			18			3.1


			Day 7			8			3












Prior to death 

		Patients need to complete 2 important processes

		Physiologic process 

		Spiritually/Psychologically 

		Saying goodbye









Most people take the ‘path most traveled’ 





JPM 2003







Think about dying in stages

		Early

		Bed bound

		Loss of interest/ability to eat

		Cognitive changes



		How long can this last?

		Nutritionally intact vs cachectic 





Increasing sleep or restlessness/delirium

*









Physical symptoms are very prevalent during the dying process





JHPN 2001







Early stage – physical symptoms

		Pain 

		Severe pain 50-90% of dying patients

		Continuation of previous pain – RARELY new

		Requires continued treatment even when patient is comatose

		MUST alter routes of administration



		Assessment of non-verbal patient

		Bolus vs gtt 





Physical assessment – ASK if verbal, assess facial grimacing, respiratory rate, accessory muscle use, ? Vital signs 

*









Early stage – physical symptoms

		Restlessness/Delirium

		Hyper vs hypoactive 

		When to treat?

		 Reversible causes

		Constipation, urinary retention, anxiety, medication SE

		Can be well controlled

		Use neuroleptics 

		Haloperidol, Olanzapine

		AVOID benzodiazepines 









Early Stage – physical symptoms

		Dyspnea – sensation not saturation!

		Limited reversible causes – diuresis

		Positioning, fan, breathing/relaxation techniques

		Oxygen therapy

		Opioids first. . . . Then benzodiazepines

		Morphine 5mg SL or 1-2mg IV q30 mins

		Ativan 0.5-1mg po/IV

		Nebulized Saline



Adam J. BMJ 1997







Early Stage – physical symptoms

		Dry Mouth

		Incredibly common, extremely uncomfortable

		 >90% of patients

		Oral care with mouth swabs, chapstick

		Artificial saliva 

		Pilocarpine opthalmic 1% drops 



		Loved ones want a “task”









Think about dying in stages

		Middle 

		Progression to obtundation

		Minimal arousal with stimulation

		Very brief periods of wakefulness





		Increasing symptoms unique to the actively dying patient









Middle Stage – physical symptoms

		Continue medications for symptoms

		Change route, dose, class PRN



		All opioids, neuroleptics, benzodiazepines, anti-emetics have multiple alternate routes

		SL . . . Does this really work?

		IV, SC, PR

		Transdermal. . .  AVOID!





AHBR gel NOT absorbed. Think mechanistically

*









Middle Stage – physical symptoms

		“Death Rattle” vs “just snoring”



http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~daa/heartlung/breathsounds/WINAUS/Audio/DEATH_RA.WAV

		Positioning the patient

		AVOID suctioning 

		Pharmacologic treatments

		Scopolamine patch

		Glycopyrrolate

		Atropine

		Hyoscyamine(Levsin)





Scopolamine patch – delirium!, slow onset – 12 to 24 hrs to steady state

Glycopyrrolate only quaternary amine – doesn’t cross BB barrier – 5x more potent than atropine, SL, PO, SQ, IV. Onset IV/SQ 1min, PO 30 mins

Atropine – SQ, IV – can use opthalmic solution SL

Levsin – po/SL – onset 30mins

*









Death Rattle – how do I tell the family? 

		Don’t call it ‘death rattle’

		Not disturbing to patients

		Explain mechanistically 





		Prognostication value

		Mean/Median hrs prior to death =57/16



Wilders H, et al JPSM 2002







Think about dying in stages

		Late

		Progression to coma

		Likely fevers 

		Altered respiratory patterns

		Anuria

		Cool, mottled extremities 

		Prognostic value = 2-10 hrs 



Morita T, et al. Am J Hosp Palliat Care 1998



Think about the foley??

*









What about the spiritual & psychological?

		Spiritual 

		What does a ‘good death’ mean to the patient?

		Spiritual assessment? 

		Faith,Importance,Community,Address

		Chaplaincy support 









Psychological aspects of dying 

		Privacy/boundaries

		Support autonomy and control

		Burden to others

		Role preservation/acceptance

		Saying goodbye

		‘Aftermath’ concerns



Chochinov HM, JAMA 2002



















It takes a village . . . Loved ones wellbeing is impacted 











Families are . . . 

		Unprepared and frightened about what to expect

		Educate, educate, educate

		Lack of hunger and thirst

		breathing patterns, confusion, secretions, cooling extremities

		Intentions of all interventions

		Loss of sphincter control

		Inability to close eyes









“What about fluids/food? We can’t let my  ______ die of thirst/hunger!”

		Data shows no difference in comfort 



***as long as good oral care performed



		Make it a medical decision

		Increasing edema, effusion, etc

		Give families something to do! 



Bruera E, et al. J Clin Oncol 2012







Families are  . . . .

		Unsure of how to interact with dying loved one

		Encourage families to talk/touch patient

		Hearing last sense to be lost

		Model this at every visit

		Suggest playing music, reading poetry, etc. that was enjoyed by patient

		“Five things”

		Bring in familiar/comforting items









Families are . . . 

		Unsure of when the patient will die

		Prognosticate for them

		Alert, awake, not eating = can be days - week

		Death rattle ≈ 24-36 hrs

		No longer making urine ≈ 18-32 hrs

		Cool extremities ≈ 2-10 hrs



**use blocks of time**







Families are  . . .

		Likely to neglect themselves

		Marathon not a sprint

		Concerned about being at the bedside

		We all have to pee at some point

		Unsure of what to do after death

		Cultural, religious requests

		Funeral home

		Grief reactions



Hallenbeck J, JAMA 2005



Educate family about what forms grief can take – cognitive, emotional, physical

*









Families are . . . 

		Unsure of what death looks like

		Educate about ‘signs of death’

		Heart & respirations stop

		Body temperature

		Muscles & Sphincters relax . . . Urine/stool

		Eyes, jaw 



Ferris FD, et al. JPM 2003



















But this is still a hospital, don’t I have to. . . ? 

		Check vital signs

		NO! We know what is going to happen 

		RR/tactile temp 

		Continue all medications 

		This isn’t even possible  

		D/C all meds not aimed at symptom control

		CONTINUE insulin!

		Reposition the patient

		Family/patient discression 









Questions?

“The profoundly personal experience of dying ranges from agony to bliss; for most of us it will fall somewhere in between.  Without adequate medical care, dying can be horrible.  With skillful medical care and attention to the personal experience of the patient and the person’s family, dying can be made bearable.”

-Dying Well, Ira Byock, MD
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DELIRIUM AND 
DEMENTIA


Susan Mockus Parks, MD


Associate Professor


Director, Division of Geriatric Medicine and Palliative Care


Department of Family and Community Medicine


Objectives


 Review dementia
 Discuss how to make the diagnosis


 Treatment options


 Review delirium
 Discuss how to recognize delirium


 Treatment of underlying causes


 Symptomatic treatment


Case


 You work at TJUH on the oncology service.  
You are getting report on a patient with 
moderate Alzheimer's Disease and advanced 
breast CA.
 What does “moderate” dementia mean to you?


 What medications might she be on?


 How should you prepare for her arrival?







4/26/2013
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Dementia: making a clinical 
diagnosis
 Dementia is an umbrella term for memory and 


cognitive problems.
 Dementia is defined as:1


 Memory and learning impairment PLUS ONE of:
 Aphasia
 Agnosia
 Apraxia
 Impaired executive functioning


 Gradual onset and NOT from delirium or 
systemic illness


 Impairment in social or occupational functioning


Dementia types2


 Alzheimer’s Disease (60%)


 Dementia with Lewy bodies (15%)


 Mixed dementia (10%)


 Vascular dementia (5%)


 Other causes including: (10%)
Frontotemporal dementia, prion diseases, 


multiple system atrophy, Parkinson’s 
dementia, corticobasilar degeneration, etc


Dementia types2


 Alzheimer’s and Vascular make up 75% of 
dementias
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Screening


 Memory impairment screening
 MMSE3


 Mini-cog – brief screening test4-6


 3-item recall


Clock draw test
 Newer work has supported the use of the Mini-cog for 


screening in the primary care setting.5,6


 Validation studies completed


 Both sensitivity and specificity > 80%


Mini-cog4


Mini-cog4- scoring


 Give 1 point for each recalled word after the CDT 
distractor. (up to 3 points)


 A score of O indicates positive screen for 
dementia.


 A score of 1 or 2 with an abnormal CDT indicates 
positive screen for dementia.


 A score of 1 or 2 with a normal CDT indicates 
negative screen for dementia.


 A score of 3 indicates negative screen for 
dementia.


 The CDT is considered normal if all numbers are 
present in the correct sequence and position, and 
the hands readably display the requested time.
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Initial screening


 Debate about who to screen for cognitive 
impairment


 Show of hands…how many of you think every 
older patient should be screened for cognitive 
impairment?


Initial screening


 Routine screening for dementia has not been 
endorsed by USPSTF.  “The evidence is 
insufficient to recommend for or against 
routine screening for dementia in older 
adults.”7


 The American Academy of Neurology and 
Canadian Task Force on Preventive Health 
Care agree with USPSTF. 7


 The AMA and AAFP recommend “that 
physicians be alert for cognitive and 
functional decline in elderly patients for 
recognition of dementia in its early stages.”7


Making the Diagnosis


 History is the most important tool:
 Interview a caregiver or relative/close friend


 Determine how well they are completing their Activities of Daily 
Living (ADLs)  and  Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs)
 ADL – core functions to live independently – bathing ,dressing, feeding, 


etc.


 IADLS – instrumental activities of daily living – a bit more complex tasks –
shopping, bill paying, cleaning home, etc.
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Making the diagnosis


 More detailed cognitive testing


 Neuropsych testing


 Head imaging 
 MRI standard of care to screen for presence of 


strokes


 Unless discussion with families to opt out


Treatment options


 Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors include:


 donepzil (Aricept)


 rivastigmine (Exelon)


 galantamine (Razadyne)


 NMDA receptor antagonist


Memantine (Namenda)


 Limited efficacy – work to slow progression of 
disease


Prognosis


 Life expectancy estimates:


Alzheimer’s Disease
4-6 years after diagnosis8


Vascular Dementia
3 years after diagnosis9


Frontotemporal Dementia
More variable from 3-10 years9
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Why is an understanding of prognosis 
important?


 Helps us understand course of illness to 
provide anticipatory guidance


 Helps families and providers with treatment 
decisions


 Enables us to assist with developing a family-
centered treatment approach
 a framework for advance care planning and goals 


of care conversations with our patients and 
families


Advance Care Planning


 Advance care planning
One study found that among a cohort of 


patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) 
or mild Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), only 39% 
initiated ACP during 5 years of follow-up. 10


Advance Care Planning


 As providers, we should advocate for our 
patients with mild dementia, who have 
capacity, to at a minimum name a decision 
maker.
 “Who would you want to speak on your behalf if 


you were unable to do so for yourself?”


 In PA, documenting this in the medical record is 
naming a healthcare representative.
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Family-centered treatment approach


The need for increased 
supervision
 Need for increasing supervision in the home


 Home assistance with family members/aides in 
the home intermittently


 The need for 24 hour a day supervision


 Once the need for 24/7 supervision occurs, 
this is big decision/step for families.


Case 


 You are a nurse at TJUH caring for a 84 year 
old female with moderate Alzheimer's Disease.  
She is admitted with advanced lung CA and 
pneumonia.
 What is she at risk for during this hospital stay?


 What things can you do to minimize this risk?
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Delirium


 Delirium is defined as1: 


 Disturbance of consciousness (i.e., reduced clarity of awareness 
about the


environment) with reduced ability to focus, sustain, or shift attention.


 A change in cognition (e.g., memory deficit, disorientation, language


disturbance) or development of a perceptual disturbance that is not 
better


accounted for by a preexisting, established, or evolving dementia.


Delirium


 The disturbance develops over a short period of time (usually hours 
to days)


and tends to fluctuate during the course of a day.


 Evidence from the history, physical examination, or laboratory 
findings


indicate that the disturbance is caused by direct physiologic 
consequences of a general medical condition.


Other terms meaning delirium


 Acute confusional state


 Change in mental status


 Encephalopathy


 Sundowning (controversial)


 Others…
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Confusion Assessment Method 
(CAM)


 CAM developed for easy diagnosis of 
delirium11


 Sensitivity of 94-100%


 Specificity of 90-95%


 Has become standard screening device across 
multiple settings including hospitals and long-term 
care


Confusion Assessment Method 
(CAM)11


Feature Assessment


1. Acute onset and fluctuating course 1. Obtained from family member or 
staff by: “Is there evidence of an acute 
change in mental status from the 
patient’s baseline?” and “Did the 
abnormal behavior fluctuate during 
the day, that is, tend to come and go, 
or increase and decrease in severity?”


2. Inattention 2. Shown by a positive response to:  
“Did the patient have difficulty 
focusing attention, for example, being 
easily distractible or having difficulty 
keeping track of what was being 
said?”


Confusion Assessment Method 
(CAM)11


Feature Assessment


3. Disorganized thinking 3. Shown by a positive response to 
the following: “Was the patient’s 
thinking disorganized or incoherent, 
such as rambling or irrelevant 
conversation, unclear or illogical flow 
of ideas, or unpredictable switching 
from subject to subject?”


4. Altered level of consciousness 4. Shown by any answer other than 
“alert”: “overall, how would you rate 
this patient’s level of consciousness?”
Normal = alert
Hyperalert = vigilant
Drowsy – lethargic
Difficult to arouse = stupor
Unarousable = coma


Diagnosis = presence of 1 and 2 plus 
either 3 or 4
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Delirium


 Delirium is incredibly common
 Up to 30% of older medical patients experience 


delirium during hospitalization12,13


 Even higher among the sicker, frailer patients for 
example in ICUs, hospices, etc.


Delirium risk factors


 The number one risk factor for delirium 
is______?


Delirium risk factors


 The number one risk factor for delirium is 
underlying dementia.


 Advanced age


 Sensory impairment


 Polypharmacy
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Delirium – a step-wise 
approach
 Recognition


 Search for and treat underlying cause or 
precipitating factors


 Treat symptoms and keep patient safe


Delirium - recognition


 We (healthcare professionals) often miss the 
diagnosis.
 In the room briefly


 Patients without family members to alert us to 
changes


Delirium - Search for and treat underlying cause 
or precipitating factors


 The common precipitants of delirium can be remembered by the 
following pneumonic:


 D Drugs
 E Eyes, ears, and other sensory deficits
 L Low O2 states (e.g. heart attack, stroke, and pulmonary 


embolism)
 I Infection
 R Retention (of urine or stool)
 I Ictal state
 U Underhydration/undernutrition
 M Metabolic causes (DM, Post-operative state, Sodium 


abnormalities)
 (S) Subdural hematoma


 Adopted from Saint Louis University Geriatric Evaluation 
Mnemonics Screening Tools (SLU GEMS) 14
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Drugs


 The Beers list was developed as a list of 
potentially inappropriate medications for use in 
older adults.
 www.americangeriatrics.org


 Common medications that contribute to 
delirium include:
 Benadryl (anticholinergic side effects)


 Clonidine


 Benzodiazepines


Delirium - Search for and treat underlying cause 
or precipitating factors


 Delirium occurs commonly at the end of life.  
The term “terminal delirium” refers to this 
phenomenon.


 It is often recognized as such after the fact.


 Importantly, some reversible factors can be 
identified in up to 50% of cases of terminal 
delirium15


Delirium - Treat symptoms and keep patient 
safe


 Mainstay of symptomatic therapy is non-
pharmacologic and preventive measures:
 Normalizing environment


 Having family members stay


 Maximizing sleep


 Hospital-based initiatives such as HELP 
program16, ACE units17, etc. have shown 
reduction in incidence of delirium
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Yale Delirium Prevention 
Program18


Risk Factors Intervention


Cognitive impairment Reality orientation, therapeutic 
activities protocol


Sleep deprivation Nonpharmacologic sleep protocol, 
sleep enhancement protocol


Immobilization Early mobilization protocol, minimizing 
immobilization equipment


Vision impairment Vision aids, adaptive equipment


Hearing impairment Amplifying devices, adaptive 
equipment and techniques


Dehydration Early recognition and volume repletion


Delirium - Treat symptoms and keep patient 
safe


 Next step is pharmacologic management
 Mainstay are the antipsychotics
Haldol for acute problems – can by given IM in 


emergent situations


 Atypical antipsychotics are used more commonly
 Seroquel


 Avoid Benzodiazepines


 Avoid restraints unless imminent danger to self or 
others and only use temporarily


Consequences of delirium


 In-hospital mortality rates with delirium:
 10-65%19


 an average increase of eight days in the length 
of stay in hospital20


 worse physical and cognitive recovery at six 
and 12 months with increased time in 
institutional care20
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Case 


 An 88 year old female is admitted to your 
hospital with change in mental status.  Workup 
reveals a left lower lobe pneumonia.  You 
admit her for IV antibiotics.


 At 7 pm you check on her and she is acutely 
confused and taking off her clothing.


 What is your approach to this patient going to 
include?


Case 


 A 60 year old female is admitted to your floor 
with metastatic colon cancer.  She has 
significant temporal wasting, weighs just 110 
pounds from a baseline of 130 and is sleeping 
most of the time.  On hospital day 2, she 
begins to actively hallucinate.


 What is your approach to this patient going to 
include?


Summary


 Dementia and delirium are distinct clinical 
entities.


 However, they often present together.


 We need to be most familiar with decreasing 
the risk of delirium in dementia patients.


 We also need to have a systematic approach 
to evaluation and management of delirium in 
hospitalized patients.
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October 19, 2007


Multiple Myeloma


Ubaldo Martinez Outschoorn, MD
Hematologic Malignancies Blood 
and Stem Cell Transplant Program


April 24th 2013


Objectives


• Learn about the workup of multiple myeloma


• Distinguish active multiple myeloma from 
smoldering multiple myeloma and MGUS


• Learn about indications for treatment in 
multiple myeloma


• Learn about outcomes in multiple myeloma


Overview


• The types of lymphoma and plasma cell 
dyscrasia reflect the developmental 
stages of lymphocytes.


• Each type of  B cell lymphoma and 
myeloma can be viewed as a lymphocyte 
arrested at a certain stage of 
development and transformed into a 
malignant cell.
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Precursor B Cell Leukemias CLL, B Cell 
Lymphomas


Waldenström’s, 
Myeloma


B  CELL DIFFERENTIATION


CD19
CALLA (CD10)
CD20
CD38


Cell Surface Markers


Ig


Overview of Multiple Myeloma


• Disease of malignant plasma cells.


• Little similarity to lymphoma in 
presentation, age at diagnosis, treatment, 
or prognosis.


• Signs and symptoms of multiple myeloma 
are quite variable.  


• Approximately 20% of patients have no 
symptoms.


Pathophysiology of MM


N Engl J Med 2011;364:1046‐60.
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Etiology of Multiple Myeloma


• Known predisposing factor:


– MGUS (monoclonal gammopathy of 
undetermined significance)


Types of Plasma Cell Disorders


• Multiple Myeloma


– Smoldering Multiple Myeloma


– Active Multiple Myeloma


• Monoclonal Gammopathy of 
Undetermined Significance (MGUS)


• Solitary Plasmacytoma


• AL amyloidosis


• Waldenstrom’s Macroglobulinemia


Clinical Features in Multiple Myeloma


• Bone marrow failure
‐ Anemia, thrombocytopenia, 
neutropenia


• Renal failure 


• Bone disease with skeletal destruction


– lytic lesions


– generalized decrease in bone density


• Hypercalcemia
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Additional Clinical Features MM


• Hyperviscosity syndrome


• Recurrent infections


• Amyloidosis


Diagnosis and Staging Workup MM


• Bone marrow biopsy and aspirate
• Serum protein electrophoresis and immunofixation
• Serum free light chains
• URINE protein electrophoresis and immunofixation
• Urine free light chains
• Quantitative immunoglobulins
• Skeletal survey


– Plain x‐rays are better than bone scan.
– Lytic lesions do not show up well on bone scan.


• PET (pain but no abnormality on XRAY)
• Bone marrow MRI (pain but no abnormality on XRAY)
• Dexa scan


N Engl J Med 2007;356:2582‐90


Serum Protein Electropheresis
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http://140.251.5.102/Pathology_Images/
http://wheeless.orthoweb.be/o6/129.htm


Lytic Bone Lesions in Multiple Myeloma


JAMA. 2010;304:2397‐2404


FDG PET/CT scan in Multiple Myeloma


N Engl J Med 2009;360:2645‐54


Diagnostic Criteria for Active 
Multiple Myeloma‐Need for Rx
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Leukemia 2009; 23: 3–9


Clinical & Laboratory 
abnormalities in myeloma


Mechanisms of FLC-induced acute kidney injury


Nat Rev Nephrol. 2011 Nov 1;8(1):43-51


Types of kidney disease and prevalence in multiple myeloma


• Tubulointerstitial disease: 


– Myeloma cast nephropathy                         30‐50%


– Tubulo‐interstitial nephritis/fibrosis 20‐30%


– Proximal tubule epithelial cell cytotoxicity   10%


• AL Amyloidosis  10%


• Immunoglobulin deposition disease      5%


• Other not light chain dependent            5%


– urate nephropathy, tubular crystals, hypercalcemia, focal segmental 
glomerulosclerosis.


• Other light chain dependent                  Rare
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Leukemia 2009; 23: 3–9


International staging 
system in myeloma


N Engl J Med 2011;364:1046‐60.


Suggested approach for Rx of MM


N Engl J Med 2011;364:1046‐60
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J Clin Oncol  2012; 30:2946‐2955


Outcomes in multiple myeloma on the basis of creatinine


• Monoclonal immunoglobulin level less 
than 3 gm/dL.


• Under 10% plasma cells in the bone 
marrow.


• No bone lesions or symptoms.


• More than 50% of patients in whom 
M protein is detected have MGUS.


Monoclonal Gammopathy of 
Undetermined Significance (MGUS)


Monoclonal Gammopathy of 
Undetermined Significance (MGUS)


• “Benign” monoclonal gammopathy.
• Present in 3% of adults over age 50, rises with age.
• Risk of progression to multiple myeloma, amyloidosis,
macroglobulinemia, non‐Hodgkin’s lymphoma, or other
diseases.


• Risk of 1% per year of transformation to MM
• Follow‐up should be continued indefinitely
• The vast majority of MGUS patients will never progress
and thus no indication for screening for MGUS.


• MGUS patients should be risk‐stratified for more tailored
follow‐up.
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Leukemia 2009; 23: 3–9


Diagnostic Criteria for MGUS & SMM


N Engl J Med 2007;356:2582‐90


Probability of Progression to Active 
Multiple Myeloma in SMM or MGUS


Patterns of MGUS evolving to Multiple Myeloma


Hematology. 2010;295‐302
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Leukemia (2010) 24, 1121–1127


Risk stratification model of Progression 
from MGUS to Multiple Myeloma


JAMA. 2010;304:2397‐2404


Biological Events in Progression from MGUS to MM


Solitary Plasmacytoma


• Solitary bone lesion due to plasma cell 
tumor.


• Normal bone marrow.


• No anemia, hypercalcemia, or renal 
disease.


• Normal levels of immunoglobulins.
• No other evidence of disseminated 
multiple myeloma.


• Potentially treatable with radiation
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Leukemia 2009; 23: 3–9


Diagnostic Criteria for Solitary 
Plasmacytoma


Blood 2006 108: 2520‐2530


M‐component related diseases


Amyloidosis


• 10% of patients with multiple myeloma.


• Amyloid fibrils formed by light chain Ig
molecules. 


• Deposited in multiple organs, with severe organ 
dysfunction, often irreversible.  


• Cardiomyopathy, hepatomegaly, nephrotic
syndrome, neuropathy, carpal tunnel syndrome,  
periorbital purpura.
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Structural features of amyloid


N Engl J Med 2003;349:583‐96


Several types of 
systemic amyloidosis


Blood 2009 114: 3147‐3157


Blood 2006 108: 2520‐2530
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Leukemia 2009; 23: 3–9


Diagnostic Criteria for 
Systemic AL amyloidosis


Natural History of MM


Hematology 2012; 595‐603


Leukemia 2009; 23: 3–9


Diagnostic Criteria for 
POEMS syndrome
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Summary


• Learn about the workup of multiple myeloma


• Distinguish active multiple myeloma from 
smoldering multiple myeloma and MGUS


• Learn about indications for treatment in 
multiple myeloma


• Lear about outcomes in multiple myeloma


Thanks


• Carol Gung, RN


• All the exceptional nurses that we are 
fortunate to work with.
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Update on New Therapies 
for Hematologic Disorders


Margaret T Kasner, MD


When you invite a 
barber…


Novel Agents


 P-glycoprotein modulators (Zosuquidar)
 Liposomal carriers (cpx-351)
 Novel topoisomerase II inhibitors 


(Vosaroxin)
 FLT3 inhibitors 


(midostaurin/sorafenib/AC220)
 mTOR inhibitors (sirolimus)
 Farnesyltransferase inhibitors (tipifarnib)
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Novel Agents


 Antibody directed chemotherapy 
(Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin)


 NF-B inhibitors (Bortezamib)
 Chimeric antigen receptor therapy 


(CART-19)
 Histone deacetylase inhibitor 


(Vorinostat)
 MDM-2 inhibitor (R0….)
 Tubulin inhibitors (KX2391)


Novel Agents


 Monoclonal antibodies
– CD19 (Blinatumomab)
– CD20 antigen (Rituximab)
– CD22 (Epratuzumab)
– CD33 (Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin)
– CD52 (Alemtzumab)


Not to worry


 Of 39 new cancer drugs approved by the F.D.A in 
the last decade, almost half (19) were approved for 
patients with blood cancers. 


 Five have already been approved and 13 are 
commonly used as treatments for other cancer 
patients.


 All 19 drugs are being tested for patients beyond 
those for whom they were first developed, including 
11 that show promise for patients with solid tumors 
or non-malignant diseases.
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So far and yet so near


 Bortezamib (MEB)
 Tubulin Inhibitor (“Kinex”)
 MDM2 Inhibitor (“Roche”)
 mTOR Inhibitors
 FLT3 Inhibitors


Bortezamib


Phase II Study of Bortezomib, 
Mitoxantrone and Etoposide in 
Relapsed/ Refractory Acute Leukemias 


Background


 proteasome inhibitor known to affect multiple
signaling pathways and is involved in inhibition 
of NF-B and the induction of apoptosis  
especially in cells that over-express bcl-2


Genglob.com
Oct 27, 2009
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Methods


 Adults with refractory or relapsed AML or ALL
 Bortezomib 1.3 mg/m2 on days 1 and 4 in 


combination with mitoxantrone 10 mg/m2 
days 1–5 and etoposide 100 mg/m2 days 1–5


Results


 Study evaluated at 25 of 44 patients 
for futility


 40% or ALL and 35% of AML patients 
CR


 10 patients went to transplant (some 
not in CR)


 Currently 43/44 patients have been 
enrolled


KX01-03-11


Protocol Title:


A Phase Ib Rising Multiple-Dose Clinical Study 
to Evaluate Safety, Tolerability, and Activity of 
Oral Monotherapy with KX2-391 in Elderly 
Subjects with Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) 
Who Are Refractory to or Have Declined 
Standard Induction Therapy
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KX2-391 Overview


 Drug Information
KX2-391 (also referred to as KX01) is a synthetic, orally active, 


and highly selective inhibitor of Src tyrosine kinase signaling.  
Recently, it has been demonstrated that KX2-391 inhibits 


tubulin polymerization by binding to a novel conformation and 
a novel binding site on monomeric tubulin.


KX2-391 has been demonstrated to be efficacious in several 
solid tumor xenograft models and in a model of chronic 
myelogenous leukemia.


In vitro efficacy data demonstrate that KX2-391 is potent across 
a broad range of human leukemia cell lines, including cell lines 
that are resistant to Gleevec and Sprycel


Protocol Objectives


 Primary Objectives
– To determine the recommended phase II dose (RPTD) of KX2-391 that 


is associated with an approximate 33.3% DLT rate during the first 28-
day treatment cycle


 Secondary Objectives
– To determine response (rate and duration)
– To assess survival
– To assess pharmacokinetics (PK), drug safety, and tolerability. 
– To assess pharmacodynamics (PD) through the analysis of microtubule 


organizing complex (MOC) disruption in both peripheral blood (PB) 
and bone marrow (BM) mononuclear cells (MNCs) with the use of 
ImageStream flow-based imaging cytometry.


KX01-03-11


Dose finding  


120 mg – final confirmatory cohort enrolling
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MDM-2 inhibitor


A Multi-center, Open-label, Ph1B Study 
of Escalating Doses of RO5045337 with 
Cytarabine 
A) Subcutaneously (LDAC) or 
B) Intravenously (1gm/m2 x 6) in 
Patients with AML


17


Nucleus


p53: The Cellular 
Gatekeeper


Cell cycle arrest


Apoptosis


DNA repair


Senescence


Hypoxia


Anoxia


Oncogenes


Ribonucl. depletion


DNA damage


Telomere erosion


18


MDM2 Is a Master Regulator 
of p53
Under normal conditions, p53 and MDM2 levels are highly 
regulated by a feedback loop


E3 Ub ligase


p53 binding site
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19


19


MDM2 Antagonist Can 
Activate p53


p53 binding site


Antagonist


 Cell cycle arrest
 Apoptosis  


RO5045337 – MDM2 Inhibitor


 Dose escalation study of RO5045337 with Cytarabine in 2 distinct 
patient populations
– Arm A – Patients “unsuitable”* for standard induction


 Patients may have received prior therapy other than 
cytarabine/anthracycline induction chemotherapy


– Arm B – Relapsed/Refractory patients “suitable” for 1gm/m2 
cytarabine containing relapse regimen


*Unsuitable is defined as older AML patients who have not received 
standard dose cytarabine/anthracycline induction chemotherapy and 
have at least one poor-risk factor 


– Age >70 years
– Age >60 with at least 1 additional risk factor 


 Unfavorable AML karyotype
 Antecedent hematologic disorder
 PS of 2
 Cardiac, pulmonary or other co-morbidities


RO5045337 – MDM2 Inhibitor


Arm A – completed
Arm B – completed
Upcoming protocol –


–single agent arm A
–new formulation combination 
therapy Arm B
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mTOR inhibitors


 Sirolimus
 Everolimus
 Temsirolimus


mTOR inhibitors


 Naturally occurring macrolide 
antibiotic isolated from bacterial 
strain S. hygroscopicus found in 
the soil on Easter Island (Rapa 
Nui)


 Has potent antifungal, 
immunosuppressant and antitumor 
properties


 Oral formulation only
 AKA: Sirolimus and Rapamune


Rapamycin


mTOR: mammalian Target of Rapamycin


PI3K/AKT/mTOR activation
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mTOR inhibitors in clinical 
trials and clinical practice: 
Cancers


 lung
 breast 
 neuroendocrine tumors
 anaplastic astrocytoma
 mesothelioma
 cervical and uterine cancers
 sarcoma 
 mantle cell lymphoma 
 B-cell lymphomas
 Post allogeneic transplant
 advanced renal cell carcinoma


Ongoing trials in 
leukemia/MDS
 Sirolimus + 7&3
 Sirolimus + MEC
 Sirolimus + Azacitidine
 Sirolimus + Etoposide and Cytarabine 


for ALL patients


FLT3 inhibitors


 In acute myeloid leukemia (AML), the FLT3-
ITD mutation occurs in 34% of patients 


 This mutation is associated with 
• High blast counts
• Increased relapse rate
• More rapid relapse
• Reduced overall survival


 Quizartinib (AC220) is the most potent and 
selective FLT3 inhibitor in development


aGilliland DG, Griffin JD.  The roles of FLT3 in hematopoiesis and leukemia.  Blood 
2002;100(5):1532-42


27
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Phase 2 Study of Quizartinib in            
AML Study Design


( )


FLT-
ITD(+)


(n=100)( )


FLT3-
ITD(+)
(n=90) ( )


FLT3-ITD(-
)


(n=42)


Cohort 1 (n=133)
≥60 years, 1st relapse 


within 1 year, or refractory 
to 1st line treatment 


P ti t ith AML AML d t MDS


allelic ratio cutoff by a central laboratory)


Patients with AML or AML secondary to MDS 
(n=271)


(Included FLT3-ITD[+] and [-] patients with a 10% 
allelic ratio cutoff by a central laboratory)


Cohort 2 (n=138)
≥18 years, relapsed after, or 


refractory to 2nd line 
treatment or HSCT


( )


FLT3-ITD(-
)


(n=38)
• A total of 333 patients enrolled in the Phase 2 (first 62 in an exploratory phase)
• Primary endpoint:  Composite CR (CRc = CR + CRp + CRi)
• Secondary endpoints:  CR, duration of response, bridge to HSCT & OS 


28


Phase 2 Study of Quizartinib in 
AML:
Response Rate


• Median duration of response was 11.3 weeks for FLT3-ITD(+) and 5.0 weeks 
for FLT3-ITD(-) patients


• 79% of FLT3-ITD(+) and 48% of FLT3-ITD(-) patients refractory to their last 
prior therapy, or with prior stable disease, achieved at least a PR to 
quizartinib


CRc: 
46% CRc: 


32%


Phase 2 Study of Quizartinib in AML:
Conclusions


 Quizartinib has a high response rate in relapsed/refractory 
FLT3-ITD(+) AML


 Very well tolerated, with manageable toxicity
– Reversible QT prolongation
– Myelosuppression, possibly related to KIT inhibition


 Responses are clinically meaningful
– 12 patients had durable (5+ months) disease control.
– 37% patients were bridged to transplant


 Future Directions
– Randomized 2-dose (30 mg v 60 mg) study in 


relapsed/refractory FLT3-ITD(+) AML currently accruing
– Phase 3 randomized study planned end of 2013


30
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Associate Professor
Medical Oncology 
Kimmel Cancer Center
Jefferson University Hospitals


Fay Young, M.D.


The Quality of Mercy and the Palliative Caregiver


The quality of mercy is not strain'd,


It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven


Upon the place beneath: it is twice blessed;


It blesseth him that gives and him that takes:


William Shakespeare:  The Merchant of Venice


16th Century


 Nurses are directly responsible for delivering patient 
care: hands on, and present for patient and family 
and patient’s friends.  This is a very different “job” 
than mine, as a physician.


 Definition of Mercy:  


Compassionate treatment, especially relating to 
individuals who are completely dependent on you, 
explaining the phrase “being at your mercy”
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Oncology Care


 Not defined by:


– Body system (compare with dermatology, cardiology)
– What is done (compare with anesthesiology, surgery) 
– Age (compare with pediatrics, geriatrics)
– Sex of patient (such as with gynecology)
– Location of Care (compare with ER, critical care) 


Any illness, any age, any variable may be prominent…


What Is Palliative Care?


Palliative Medicine is an approach to care focusing on comfort and 


quality of life for those affected by life-limiting/life-threatening illness. Its 


goal is much more than comfort in illness or dying; palliative care is 


about living, through meticulous attention to control of pain and other 


symptoms, supporting physical and emotional needs, and maximizing 


functional status of the patient.


(a personal definition)


What is Oncology Nursing?
(A personal definition)


…… is an approach to care focusing on comfort and quality of life 


for those affected by life-limiting/life-threatening illness. Its goal is 


much more than comfort in illness or dying; Oncology Nursing is 


about living, through meticulous attention to control of pain and 


other symptoms, supporting physical and emotional needs, and 


maximizing functional status of the patient.
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Cancer Care is Emotional Work


A unique spectrum of clinical and emotional events, that 
change ratios from room to room, hour to hour, shift to shift…


A patient’s simple statement changed my professional path


SUFFERING
EMOTIONALPSYCHOSOCIAL


PHYSICAL


SPIRITUAL
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SUFFERING
EMOTIONALPSYCHOSOCIAL


PHYSICAL


SPIRITUAL


Collateral Suffering: Occupational Hazard!!


An observation from the Ward:  student nurse and an
experienced Oncology nurse going over a chart….


What happened next, and their different reactions


Empathy vs Compassion


Empathy: the ability to see that someone is in pain, and to SHARE that pain,
while knowing that it’s not your own emotion. Empathic suffering is a true 
experience of suffering


Compassion: a mature form of empathy that leads to increased feelings of
caring and a bond that facilitates practical attention to someone’s needs. 
It doesn’t require us to feel as much as it requires us to act.


MRI monitoring of persons experiencing empathy vs compassion show that 
the same areas of the brain are activated both in the person who suffers and
the person who feels empathy with someone else suffering


PRACTICE COMPASSION
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Variables


• Stress:  physical environment


Responsibilities
Role overload and role boundaries


• Strain: Physical


Psychological
Vocational
interpersonal


• Coping: Self-care, recreation


social support


“describing pain only in terms of its 


intensity is like describing music only in 


terms of its loudness” describing music 


only in terms of its loudness”
von Baeyer CL; Pain Research and Management 11(3) 2006; p.157-162 


Substitute the words “my emotions” for 
the word “pain” to move toward self-
awareness.


“understanding my emotions only in 
terms of its intensity is like describing 
music only in terms of its loudness”


Remember to BREATHE: in through your 
nose, out through your mouth, deeply, slow it down over 
time.  Your heart rate will slow, your emotions will lower
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Even if I’ve had a “bad” day I still feel like I have done something good


It can be so special to be there….. It’s a privilege to have someone feel 
safe enough to trust and tell you things they would normally never 
share with a stranger


Just knowing that you do your best and that you can’t change an 
outcome sometimes….it’s not about walking away from it – it’s about 
recognizing that fact and being there anyway


Practice Acceptance: Quotes from   
my Nursing Colleagues


Practicing fierce patient advocacy  while maintaining 
professionalism


Validate and recognize my work as being important


Forming critical partnerships; the importance of 
friendships and support at work


Recognize the need for closure, and honor that need


Give our very best, but don’t give it all away


Oncology Nursing and Palliative Care Providers: 
Challenges:


When we do it right (meaning care for ourselves as well as our
patients, we have LIVED Shakespeare’s eloquent observation) 


~~   paraphrased ~~


The quality of mercy is not strained,


It falls like a gentle rain from heaven upon our work:


it is twice blessed;


It blesses those that give it, and those that receive it:


Oncology Nursing:


21st Century





